THE TAKING OF GUINGCAMP	[5TH JUNE
and difficult, but especially because his mine had not yet been
pushed far enough forward Nevertheless, seeing that if the
Frenchmen offered to attempt the place themselves, it would
be a disgrace to us, he instantly demanded the point and honour
of the assault for the English Such was the emulation of the
English captains that to avoid contention the General caused
the dice to be cast and it fell to Captain Jackson and Captain
Heron to lead the first two hundred to the assault, which, after
devout prayers recommending themselves to God, they per-
formed very valiantly, scrambling up the slope, and standing for
half an hour at the push of the pike in the face of a whole storm
of small shot, but through the steepness of the place the soldiers
were unable to get up, and in the end withdrew in as good order
as they had assaulted Captain Heron was killed by a shot m
the throat, and about twelve others, Captain Jackson danger-
ously hurt, and some thirty were wounded
The second attempt was made by the Baron de Molac, Colonel
General of the French infantry in those parts, who attacked
bravely with some few of the French gentlemen, the common
soldiers advancing to the breach but coldly received greater
hurt, and many were slain Some others then presented them-
selves for a third assault, but it was considered best to stay until
the next day when the battery should have made the breach
larger In these assaults, Captain Dennis, being sent to another
part of the town with some forces to make a feint of scaling,
advanced too near and received a musket shot in his stomach,
whereof he died at midnight
During the night those within the town demanded a parley,
and when this was granted some deputies from the town came
next morning to the Prince de Dombes Terms of capitula-
tion being agreed on, on Whitsunday the town was surrendered
and on the 24th May the garrison marched out, being 120 horse,
and about 260 foot. Great store of victuals was taken, 2000
weight of powder and some cannon
The capture of this town of Guingcamp is of great import to
the French king, for all lower Brittany depends on it, and the
Courts of Parliament ordinarily held at Rennes have by the
Leaguers been transferred thither
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